See the shot. Hear the shot. Repeat the shot.
For the first time in the history of the game Noah™ makes this possible.

See the perfect shot. Hear the perfect shot. Practice the perfect shot -- and
shooting percentages increase, guaranteed. The Noah™ Select Shooting
System aligns simply on the sideline and provides objective feedback for
every shot taken. Players self-correct, practice the right shot and scoring
percentages improve.
See the perfect shot: Noah™ Vision tracks and records each shot taken.
Players, for the first time ever, can see their shot from release point to basket
using Noah™ Video and Arc Plot features.
Hear the perfect shot: Noah™ Voice announces the angle of the arc with
each shot taken. Once Noah™ Voice is turned on, the angle of each shot is
announced. If the player’s optimal scoring arc is 44 degrees, and the

Noah™ Improves Shooting:
• Helps players build muscle memory
• Assists players to regain their shot after an injury
• Corrects flat or high shooters by encouraging them to stay within the
range of their optimal medium-height scoring arc
• Helps players regain confidence and recover from shooting slumps
quickly
• Improves 3-point shooting
• Enhances team practice
• Boosts consistency in great shooters
• Provides valuable reports and tracking
features

shot was announced at 41 degrees, the player knows the shot was
too flat.
Practice the perfect shot: When you know better, you do better. Once
a player understands what the perfect shot looks like and sounds
like, they begin to build muscle memory. Repetition and reinforcement
increase shot consistency and shooting percentages increase.

“We use Noah
because it works.”
Don Meyer, Head Coach
Northern State University

Bring your best shot to every game with Noah
Noah increases shooting percentages guaranteed.

Build Muscle Memory: Instant Noah Voice Feedback helps players rapidly
build strong muscle memory. Players learn the feel of shooting the ball the
correct distance and arc with every shot.
Flat Shooters Raise the Shot: Instant Noah Voice feedback tells shooters after
each shot if their arc is too low. The player has the feedback to self-correct the
shot and burn in the correct muscle memory for a new medium-height arc that
scores.
End the Slump: Noah provides the antidote to the dreaded shooting slump so
the shooter can refresh their muscle memory and build confidence.
Track Player Improvements: Noah provides coaches with reports on every
team member. Know instantly who is improving and who needs more work.
Identify inconsistent shooters and work to perfect their shot. When a team
practices with Noah games are won.
Team Practice Works: Noah Feedback can be integrated into team practice
without changing the practice schedule or flow. Multiple players can shoot at
the same time.

1-888-TRY NOAH

Recover after an Injury: A strained muscle or knee seriously impacts a
player’s shot performance. Once the player is ready to resume practice Noah
Voice provides instant feedback which assists the player in regaining their
former shot.
Generate Camp Revenue: Host the Basketball Camp that truly benefits
players. Noah is printer ready which allows you to provide an arc plot to each
camp participant with a picture and their Noah Session plotted. The arc plot
indicates the shooter’s Skill Level.
Improve 3-Point Shooting: Noah also measures longer shots. Practice 3-Point
shooting with Noah and watch the scoreboard. When players shoot with an
optimal medium-height arc and build correct muscle memory teams score
more points.
Good Shooters Find Greatness: Only with Noah is the shot arc visible,
articulated, recorded and compared. The shooter can now see the arc, hear the
arc and self-correct shot-by-shot. 15-minute Noah Sessions along with regular
practice rapidly accelerates the path to greatness.

www.noahbasketball.com

Increased Shooting Percentages, Guaranteed.
Jaclyn Bisordi, CA
Before Noah: 25% 3-PT29 for
116 with 33 Assists
After Noah: 47% 3-PT47 for
120 with 75 Assists

Jonathan Carter, AL
Before Noah: 65% FT
After Noah: 83% FT
Helena Borland, CA
Before Noah:
10 Game Slump 23% FT
After Noah:
Final 16 Games 71% FT

Jason Dourisseau, MVP
University of Nebraska
Before: Pre Conference: 46% FT
After: In Conference: 68% FT
Max Hooper, CA
Before Noah: 39% 3-Pt
After Noah: 45% 3-Pt

Greg Johnson, AL
Before Noah: 79.% FT
After Noah: 86.5% FT

Noah Select Shooting System
Noah™ Increases Shooting Percentages, Guaranteed.
The patented Noah™ Select combines machine vision
technology, speakers and powerful Noah™ software into a user
friendly, one-of-a-kind coaching tool.
• Instant Noah™ Voice feedback
(angle and distance)
• Objectively ranks skill levels
• Instant video review of shot mechanics
• Coaching reports track player
improvements
• Practice as you do now
• Teams practice with multiple players
• Lines up simply on the sideline
• Multiple teams in one system
• Printer ready to provide Player Arc Plots

1-888-TRY NOAH

• Dell™ laptop computer
included
• Noah™ software pre-loaded
• Sturdy steel frame construction
• Handle and wheels for easy maneuvering and
set-up
• State-of-the-art Machine Vision
Technology
• Proven effective in scientific studies
$5,599 plus shipping and handling

www.noahbasketball.com

